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Table 1 2017 DRP first place award winners by category.

Congratulations 2017 Top Taggers!

2017 Award Category

Releases (#)

Vessel(s)

Captain

Top Private Boat

424

Killin Time II

Don Gates

Top Charter Boat

194

Thomas Flyer

Jimbo Thomas

Top Boat: MAB

23

Pair of Docs

Chris Jobes

Top Boat: SAB

354

Cool Cat

Ed Kattel

Top Boat: Tropics

31

Fish Whistle Sport Fishing

Colin Butler

Top Boat: GOM

n/a

left unclaimed

unclaimed

to win a year-end award. Just one boat in the tropical region (Bahamas/Caribbean)
and one in the Mid-Atlantic Bight qualified to receive an award, while no vessel in
the Gulf of Mexico qualified. The eleven boats that qualified for an award tagged 80
percent of all the fish tagged in 2017, showing how a few dedicated boat crews can
have a major impact on a tagging study.
Competition for the 2017 year-end awards came down to the participants
who have historically been the most ardent taggers over the years, with one new
captain entering the top flight of taggers. The Top Private Boat award was earned
by the crew of the Killin Time II owned by Don Gates, based in Cudjoe Key,
Florida, for tagging 424 fish. This is a new record for the most fish tagged in one
year by a single boat. This brings their total number of dolphin tagged to 2,700 fish.
They are also the only boat crew to have tagged dolphin every year of this sixteenyear study. The Top Charter Boat award went to the famous Miami, Florida, vessel
the Thomas Flyer operated by Captains Jimbo and Rick Thomas for tagging 194
fish, bringing the total number of dolphinfish that they have tagged to 2,425, which
is the second-highest number by a boat crew.
The regional awards for the South Atlantic Bight saw the most competition with
nine boats qualifying for the awards. It was the Key Largo, Florida, based boat Cool
Cat captained by Ed Kattel that handily secured the award as Top Boat by tagging
354 fish. This was the best year for the crew of the Cool Cat, bringing their threeyear total to 758 fish tagged. The second-place award for the South Atlantic Bight
went to the Mag E owned by Gary York based out of West Palm Beach, Florida, for
tagging 70 fish, bringing his total number of fish tagged in the four years of
participation to 460. While no boat crews qualified for the awards in the Gulf of
Mexico, a single boat managed to qualify in two of the regions, Mid-Atlantic Bight
and Tropical. The Pair of Docs owned by David Jobes and captained by son Chris
Jobes earned the Top Boat award for the Mid-Atlantic Bight by tagging 23 dolphin.
It was newcomer Captain Colin Butler of Fish Whistle Sport Fishing Charters

Top Taggers for 2017
By Don Hammond

The Dolphinfish Research Program is able to present year-end awards to the boats
tagging the most fish during the year thanks to the sponsorships from Big Rock
Sports’ Star Rods Division of Morehead City, North Carolina; Haddrell’s Point
Tackle of Charleston, South Carolina; and Costa Del Mar of Daytona Beach,
Florida. Boats compete in four divisions: Mid-Atlantic Bight, South Atlantic Bight,
Gulf of Mexico and the Tropics (the Bahamas and Caribbean Sea). Through the
years, to be eligible to win an award, a boat crew must tag a minimum of 20 dolphin.
First- and second-place awards are presented in each of the four divisions, and there
are always awards for the overall top private and charter boats. The top regional
awards consist of a Star handcrafted standup rod provided by Big Rock Sports with
a TLD 30 2 speed reel provided by Haddrell’s Point Tackle, while second-place
regional award winners receive a gift package of premier Costa Del Mar products,
including the winner’s choice of a pair of their world-famous sunglasses. Overall top
private and charter boat winners will receive a Star rod with a TLD 50 2 speed reel.
The DRP is indebted to Haddrell’s Point Tackle, Star Rods Division of Big
Rock Sports, and Costa Del Mar for their support of this research program over the
years.
With 2 ½ times more fish tagged in 2017 than in 2016, it is not surprising
that 50 percent more boats actually tagged fish (84) in 2017 than in 2016 (56). Just
22 boats tagged 10 or more fish, with just 11 of those tagging 20 or more to qualify
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that hauled in the Top Boat award in the Tropical region by tagging 31 dolphin off
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.

By Don Hammond

2017 Tagging Activity

Only 59 fish had been tagged by the end of
May 2017. This period normally has an
average of 360 fish tagged. The
exceptionally low tagging activity was
pointing to 2017 being a very disappointing
year for getting dolphin tagged. This would
not be a complete surprise, since 2016 saw
the second lowest number of fish tagged
since the program started in 2002. So, it did
come as a pleasant surprise when more than
600 fish were tagged during June,
following the worst May in the program’s
history, when just 37 fish were tagged.
What happened? Why the quick change? Large schools of young-of-the-year fish
invaded the Florida Keys in June. Almost 80 percent of the dolphin tagged in June
were tagged off the Keys. Tagging in June 2017 was the fifth-best June on record,
but the best news was that the fish remained into July and even August, resulting in
the second-highest number of fish tagged during July of any year and a new record
for the most fish tagged during the month of August. These three months wound up
accounting for 88 percent of all fish tagged in 2017. This activity catapulted the
year’s tagging activity to the sixth-highest number recorded: 1,566. Anglers in south
Florida and the Keys can take the credit for this big turnaround, because they were
responsible for tagging 86 percent of the fish marked and released in 2017.
The following table shows the number of dolphin tagged by region off the East
Coast, Gulf of Mexico, western central North Atlantic, and Caribbean Sea. It shows
that only small numbers of fish were tagged in the remaining regions. Anglers in all
of the other regions of the East Coast provided a total of 126 fish, while Gulf of
Mexico fishermen contributed only nine fish to the number tagged. Anglers fishing
the tropical zones, 12 and 13, combined to provide 88 tagged fish. The surprisingly
high level of tagging and the return of young-of-the-year dolphin in 2017 provided a
fantastic closure for my last year serving as director for the Dolphinfish
Research Program. Thanks to the hundreds of fishermen who have made this
experiment in citizen science research a resounding success with 23,231 fish tagged
and 580 recaptured from 2002-2017.

Manuel Botello (right) and his crew aboard his boat Missing Angel proudly display
the 30-pound class rod and reel received from the Dolphinfish Research Program
for their tagging efforts off Puerto Rico.
These captains and boat crews are to be commended not only for earning the yearend awards but also for their dedication to tagging fish in support of the research
efforts of the Dolphinfish Research Program. While we know that the majority of
our participants are not tagging fish to win awards, but rather for science, ocean
conservation, and to educate friends and family about fisheries science, we do value
the opportunity to work with sponsors to provide awards and enjoy the healthy
competition the awards create. Currently, we are revising our awards and incentives
program for 2018 and next month we plan to roll out those details. If you know any
fishing companies, tackle shops, or individuals that might be interested in sponsoring
the 2018 year-end awards please have them contact Wess Merten by email at
wess@beyondourshores.org or by phone (787) 436-8300. At this point, Wess has
acquired some great commitments from some sponsors (more details in March), but
the program would like to offer more incentives and categories to increase
participation and tagging activity throughout our tagging zones. Stay tuned!
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Pepi Serrano of Caribbean Fishing Academy, and Kelvin
Serrano of DRNA to conduct some routine FAD research and
to deploy some pop-up archival tags (PATs) on qualifying
dolphinfish. Much to our delight we accomplished all of our
goals for the day and much, much more. In total, we tagged
12 fish that ranged in size from 24-51”. The tags were
deployed on a 51” male and a 41” female. While these
deployments made the day a great success it wasn’t until after
a beautiful oceanic whitetip shark showed up that our outing
turned from business as usual to absolutely epic. One of our
goals with the DRP is to describe predator-prey relationships
of dolphinfish and other marine life. In the past, we published
a paper on the interactions between false killer whales and
dolphin. On this outing off Puerto Rico, we worked as a team
to document the interactions between dolphin and an oceanic
whitetip. The Oceanic Whitetip Shark, labeled by the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) as
critically endangered in the western and central Atlantic, is a
highly sought after species to document. When we recently
encountered this species we observed it in a school of ~30
dolphin and other fish species Click here, or the images below
to check out the video report of our outing and the magnificent
oceanic whitetip as seen feet from our lens.

Table 2 2017 Dolphin Tagging by Zones
Zone

Southern
Limit

Northern
Limit

Number
Tagged

Bahamas (BAH)

22 o N

28 o N

6

FL Straits (FL1)

23 o

N

25 o

N

834

South Florida (FL2)

25 o

N

27 o

Central Florida (FL3)
North FL & GA (SAB 1)

N

512

27 o N

30 o N

43

30 o

32 o

N

3

Southern SC (SAB 2)

32 o N

33 o N

18

N. SC - S. NC (NC 1)

33 o N

35 o N

33

Northern NC (NC 2)

35 o N

36.5 o N

1

Virginia (MAB 1)

36.5 o N

38 o N

23

N. Mid-Atlantic (MAB
2)
Gulf of Mexico (GOM)

38 o

N

N

0
9

Caribbean Sea

120

Unknown
Total

1
1603

Simultaneous Satellite Tag Movements
off Puerto Rico

Figure 1 An adult male and female carried PAT tags
simultaneously for 10 days north of Puerto Rico.
In the past, we have deployed 2 tags on two fish from the
same school several times but we never received data back
from both individuals. Recently, we did! On January 23 rd,
2018, I set out on an outing with Captain Luis Burgos and
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T-Shirts Are Available for Purchase

above the original budget when this program began 16
years ago. We are 73% behind this amount but you can
help change that. To help the DRP continue to thrive
and expand, we ask that you kindly offer your financial
support. Fishing clubs, fishing industry representatives
or individuals who are interested in supporting the
Dolphinfish Research Program should contact
wess@beyondourshores.org or mail checks to the
address below.

Help support the DRP and
research associated with dolphin
by purchasing program tees.
The DRP’s fantastic logo
featured on the shirts was done
by Guy Harvey, the amazing
marine artist and fisheries
scientist. The t-shirts were
printed by Casta Design in San
Diego, CA, owned and operated
by Dom Castagnola. Dom also designed the Collab
FAD tee and we love the design. Please click here to
order a t-shirt.

Click here or image to Donate

Dolphinfish Research Program Supported by the
Beyond Our Shores Foundation

Click here or image to Donate

The Dolphinfish Research Program is suppoted by the
Beyond Our Shores Foundation, a
corporation that has received
501(c)(3) tax-exempt status.
Beyond Our Shores, Inc., was
founded to provide financial,
accounting, marketing, and
scientific support to the
Dolphinfish Research Program. It was also founded to
enhance and conserve marine fisheries, ocean habitats,
and the coastal communities they support. With the
Foundation setup, we now need your help to keep this
research program going. When this program began at
SC DNR, the first budget was $38,000. We need to
acquire funding to cover operating costs for 2018 at or

To Donate by Check, Make Checks out to:
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphin Study
Mail to:
Wessley Merten
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.
PO BOX 662
Rockville, MD, 20848
Email: wess@beyondourshores.org
Website: beyondourshores.org
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